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INTRODUCTION
because of unique mission requirements, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) has cuntributed. In Important ways to the quest for an Improved envirunment. The life-support
mission of NASA has the same broad objectives as the national imperatives toward envirunmental
restutatiuu: pure air, clean water and reuse of resources. The major difference is the vast scale of the
earth environment, compared to the ve y small scale of spacecraft. It is not surprising, then, to find that
instruments which were developed to monitor spacecraft environments are now being adapted to
monitor air and water pollution.
Likewise, the space program has made pusslble entirely new ways of viewing the carth—views more
comprehensive th-an man has ever known. The development of this capability over the last ten years has
given birth to a new field of technology, that of remote sensing fru;m space. While the Impact of remote
sensing is only beginning to be realized, its promises have grown rapidly a.s ,c:'entists and engineers
developed the new tools needed for a better understanding of the earths resources and envimmntcrt.
In recent years, NASA•sponsured efforts have accounted for about 20 percent of all environ•
mentally related federal R&D expenditures. These expenditures have had a direct bearing on many
aspects of the nation's environmental quality, particularly as the NASA effort addressed the question,
"What f, the present condition of the environment?"
This study of selected NASA contributions to the Improvement of pollution measurement
exatnlnes the pervasiveness and complexity of the economic, political, and social issues in the
environmental !field (Section q; provides a perspective on the relationship between the conduct of
aerospace R&D and specific improvements in on site air pollution monitoring equipment now in use
(Section Il); describes the basic relationship between the development of satellite-based monitoring
systems and their influence on long-term progress in improving environmental quality (Section 1111; and,
finally, comments oil how both instrunwidation and satellite remote sensing are contributing to an
improved cuvir,>mnent (Section IV). An attachment has been included to elaborate, through examples,
specific gairs drat have been made in applying aerospace R&D to environmental problent•suiving.
SECTION I: AN OVERVIEW OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL MEASUREMENT FIELD
When the first brushfires of discontent with the quality of the environment were erupting, in the
United States, few could have forseen the Intensity of public protest that was to mark tae 1970'x.
Agitation with the effects of air and water pollution precipitated the need for legislative action and
strong federal control of the nation's resource base.
In response to this need, the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) was organized on
December 2, 1970 to administer a widespread program for pollution control and abatement. Shortly
thereafter, EPA and others predicted that, in 1971 dollars, total national annualized costs of pollution
control-public and private-would rise from $10.4 billion in 1970 to $33.3 billion in 1980 (Council on
Environmental Quality, 1972). The :ame estimates put total spending for pollution control during the
decade at $287.1 billion (see Table 1 . 1). While die amount is very large in absolute terms, it still
represents only 2.2 percent of the estimated total Gross National Product for the period of 1970 to
1980.
TABLE 1-1. TOTAL POLLUTION CONTROL EXPENDITURES, 1970.1980
(IN BILLIONS OF 1971 DOLLARS)*
TOTAL CUMULATIVE
ANNUAL COST	 ANNUALCOST
	 REQUIREMENTS
POLLUTANT/MEDIUM	 1970	 1980	 1971.1980
Air $ 0.8 $143 $106.5
Water 3.6 8.0 87.3
Solid Waste 6.0 9.7 863
Other 0.0 0.9 7.2
Totals $10.4 f33.3 $287.1
*Source: Council on Environmental Quality, 1972.
In terms of current exl:et.lituics, U. S. business planned to spend $6.22 billion in 1973 aluue iv
control air and water pollution. Total pol'ution control spending in 1973 will thus account for 5.9
percent of industry's pi:mned capital investment, up from 5.1 percent the previous year. In addition,
industrial research and development on environmental problems is expected to cost some $1.53 billion
in 1973, 4 percent more than in 1972 (McGraw-Hill Publications Company, 1973).
Such efforts are creating a brisk and growing market for the instruments and related equipment
required to measure the condition of the environment-to determine, that is, whether the money being
spent is buying the desired results. The U. S. market for air pollution test and measuring systems has
been put at $12 million in 1970 and $120 million in 1980 (Predicants, Incorporated, 1973). The same
source estimates sales of water pollution monitoring equipment at $875 million in 1970 and $1.2 billion
in 1980.
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Expenditures like these reinforce a point that has been clear for a long time—a clean environment
does not come cheaply. Besides the costs of monitoring and controlling current pollution conditions, the
U. S, economy has suffered measurable losses in capital and productivity. For example, the annual cost
of air pollution damage to the American people must also take Into account:
• Additional coats for health care and impairment of human resources;
• Reduction in residential property values;
• Degradation of materials; and
• Damage to vegetation and agricultural activity.
Legislative Background
The federal government entered the at,
 pollution picture with the Air Pollutiot= Act of 1955,
which authorized the first federally funded research on air pollution, Later, the Motor Vehicle Pollution
Control Act of 1965 established the authority to set emission standards for automobiles. The
government's current programs in air pollution, however, largely grew out of the Air Quality Act of
1967 and the Clean Air Act of 1970 (U. S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1972).
Tile Clean Air Act of 1970 was the first to require national, uniform air quality standards based
on geographic regions. The standards are given in terms of concentrations of specific pollutants and are
of two types:
• Primary standards—which define the level of air quality necessary to preserve human health; and
a Secondary standards—which are designed to promote the public welfare and prevent damage to
animals, plant life and property.
In April 1971, EPA promulgated primary and secondary national standards for six major air pollutants:
sulfur oxides, particulate matter, carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, photochemicals and nitrogen oxides.
U der the Clean Air Act of 1970, EPA also divided the country into some 250 Air Quality
Control Regions (AQCR%). Since air pollutants disregard political boundaries, the AQCR's are interstate
regions based, where feasible, on jurisdictional boundaries, as well as on urban•industrial complexes and
other factors selected to facilitate the implementation of the air quality standards. State governments
and other jurisdictions had to draw up implementation plans designed to meet primary air quality
standards in each AQCR by 1975 and to meet the secondary standards on a more flexible basis.
Besides the state implementation plans and related mechanisms, the law gives the federal
government special authority in certain matters that are inherently interstate or that involve a severe
threat to human health. These include contra of new stationary sources of air pollution, hazardous air
pollutants, motor vehicle emissions, fuels and fuel additives, and aircraft emissions.
The government effort to control water pollution began with the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act of 1948, followed by the Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1956 and the Water Quality
Act of 1965. The latter provided for water quality standards enforceable by the federal and state.
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governments, antd it became the basis for interstate water quunty standards. Government authority was
further extended by lire Clean W ter Restoration Act of 1966 and the Water Qualit y Improvement Act
of 1970. By fluv! little water pc Notion legislation had grown much too complex, and, also, it was by no
means dear that the nanuti s Haters were much cleaner thun they had been 20 years earlier, As a result,
the Water Pullutq n Control Act Amendments of 1972 were passed.
The Act of 1972 shifts the focus of water poliut'an control front water quality standards to
effluent Ibnitatioui. That Is, instead of regulating the amount of pollutants ht a bod y of water, the law
seeks to regulate Gtu, amounts being discharged hunt specific point sources, in effect, the Act envisions
two national goal -.t one is to achieve, by July 1, 1983, a level u water quality that protects fish,
shellfish, wildlife, rind recreation; the s,:cond is to eliminate the discharge of ull pollutants into the
navigable wafers ea the U. S. by 1985 1"zero-discharge" provision). The Act allows no discharge without
a discharge permit.
In addition, ._he Administrator u, t.PA must specify the best technology for preventing and
reducing water poil.ttiun. Industrial discb , ti t will be required, by July I, 1983. to meet the standards
achievable with suet technology. Althou, zer_ discharge is a goal and not a requirement of the law, the
administrator can !ireet Industrial dischargere to comply, by July 1, 1983, where lie finds (fiat it is
economically and to dhnologically feasible
As with air, states must submit water quality standards and implementation plans for EPA
approval. The staw i,andards classify water by its intended use: recreation fish and wildlife propagation;
public water suppll and industrial and agricultural uses. The implementation plans are designed to
ntaiutahl Tile water ,,uality appropriate to the use. Starting fn 1975, tine states must report annually to
Congress and EPA to iuv:ntory of all point sources of discharge, an assessment of current and projected
water quality. ?nd pi )posed controls fur nonpoint sources of discharge.
The EPA has range of water-related responsibilities in addition to those outlined above. These
other duties include the establishment of performancee standards for new discharge sources and marine
s illation devices; Ili establishment of standards for drinking water quality and toxic pollutant effluent
limitations; and the o ntrol of thermal discharges and ocean dumping.
Federal R&D for the ; avironment
Most of the ecos:amically feasible technology required to achieve the legislative standards and goals
for the near future d•+nos not exi>t. Tlds fact has led to a broad-based R&D effort by more than a dozen
federal agencies, as a ell as by hundreds of nongovernmental organizations These efforts are not
autonomous, however. At a hearing before the Senate Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences
on March 15, 1973, Di Stanley Greenfield of EPA's Research and Monitoring Division stated that:
The movement of pollutants horizontally and vertically through the environment knows no
political boundaries.. As a result., the monitoring of our Nation's environmental quality must
be a cooperative efi )rt involving ail levels of government.
Among the numcmas federal agencies involved in efforts to improve environmental quality, the
National Aeronautacs and : pace Administration is a major participant in terms of environmental research
and development activities. The relative bnportance of NASA environmental R&D with respect to
aggregate federal research e:.penditures is indicated in Table 1-2. The federal agencies listed in this table
spent a total of $698 million in 1971, and an estimated $834 million in 1972 and $956 million in 1973,
6for environmental R&D—with NASA and EPA leading the way, While EPA allocated Its total
expenditures for pollution control and abatement. NASA's outlays were largely spent on understanding,
describing, and predicting pollution effects,
TABLE 1.2, OUTLAYS FOR RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT, BY FEDERAL AGENCY — 1971.1973*
AGENCY
OUTLAYS IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS
1971	 1972	 1973
(ACTUAL)	 (ESTIMATE)	 (ESTIMATE)
Environmental Protection Agency $109 $157 $174
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 181 171 163
j	 Department of the Intetiur 105 125 159
Department of Commerce 54 86 114
Atomic Energy Commission 89 91 102
jDepartment of Defense 64 76 83
Department of Agriculture 67 75 76
Department of Transportation 21 40 67
Other*" 8i 12 18—
Totals $698 $834 $956
*Source: Tallcy, 1973.
**Tennesree Valley Authority, Smithsonian, Post Office, Corps of Engineers, Department of State,
General Services Administration, Housing and Urban Development, and Appalachian Regional
Commission.
The breadth and depth of the government's concern for the environment Is evident from the
categories utilized by Syracuse University Research Corporation in a stud y of environmental research
being conducted in federal laboratories (see Table 1.3). The Syracuse study covered 170 federal
laboratories, seeking information on each laboratory's major mission and a brief description of current
In-house environmental reseor' Teich, 1971).
TABLE 1-3, SPAN OF FEDERAL R&D ACTIVITY*
ENVIRONMENTAL
CATEGORIES	 L'•NVIRONMENTAL RLSFARCIi PROGRAMS
Air Quality	 • Measuring and monitoring pollutants; studies of their treat-
ment and fate
• Prevention and control of pollution
• Evaluation of ellects of pollution
Water Quality • Development of pollution control technology (agricultural,
Industrial, mining, municipal and other sources; including
salinity and thermal addition)
• Water quality monitoring and improvement (including char-
acterization and quantification of sources, kinds, amounts,
prevention, control, effects, reclamation, and fate of
pollutants, reversal of eutruphication; improvement of
effluent quality)
• Methods of waste treatment and ultimate disposal
• Water quality requirements research (establislunent of stan•
dards, prediction of effects of new substances)
Land Quality	 • Disposal of processing wastes (animal, forest and crop, heavy
metals, industrial, mining)
• Control of sediments, erosion, salinity, and plant nutrients
• Disposal of urban solid wastes
Understanding, Describing, and 	 • Ecology and other environmental research (including studies
Predicting the Environment 	 of forestry, fish, and wildlife ecology)
• Studies of atmospheric and oceanic phenuniena (including
weather prediction and modification)
• Surveys of natural resources and the physical environment
• Impact of the environment on man (including environ-
mentally related occupational health)
Protecting and Enhancing	 • Studies of fish and wildlife resources, rural and wild land
the Environment	 environments, urban and suburban environments
• Water resources (including water supply yield and quality)
Special Studies	 • Pcst control research (alternatives to use of pesticides, etc.)
• Noise research (effects, control, reduction)
• Radiation (ionizing and nonionizing– transport and fate,
protection, prevention and control, evaluation of effects)
*Source: Teich, 1971.
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Environmental Monitoring
The ability to and measure contaminants is inseparable front ail environmental effort that is
tied to standards dellned in terms of concentrations of specific pollutants in air or water. The broad
goals of environmental monitoring are;
• To measure the condition of the environment;
• To detect trends;
is To evaluate compliance with air and water quality standards; and
• To follow the movement of contaminants anion& air, water, soil and life forms.
The environment is presently monitored by federal, stale, and local agencies through Instruments•
tion networks as well as by special studies designed to obtain data that the networks do not provide,
The networks are comprised of fixed stations where samples are taken periodically of where instruments
monitor certain pollutants cunOnuously. By 1972, more than 5,000 long-term monitoring stations were
operating (see Table 1-4), and special-purpose samples could be taken at sonic 30,000 sites,
TABLE 1 .4. ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING STATIONS, 1972*
NO. OF STATIONS
MEDIA	 EPA	 STATE AND LOCAL	 TOTAL
Air—Continuous• 10 90 100
—Intermittentb 300 2100 2400
Water—Continuous 60 240 300
intermittent 840 2000 2840
Soil—intermittent 3000 NA 3000
Totals 1210 4430 8640
•Continuous monitoring stations- automated stations with Instrumentation for four or more
parameters.
b luternittent monitoring stations—manual. intermittent samplers or continuous instrumentation
for less than four parameters.
*Source; Morgan, 1973.
These monitoring operations generate immense amounts of data. To make such Information
accessible, EPA uses computerized systems: the National Aerometric Data Information System (NADIS):
the National Emissions Data System (MEDS); the Water Data Storage and Retrieval System (STORET);
and the National Water Data Exchange (NWDE).
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Technological deficiencies of present nioniturinp wyitems. Lnvirurnuelual laws in tire U. S. have
clearly outrun the pertinent technolugy; one call arg r.lc ltlauslbly that little would have happened
otherwise. Ironically. tine technological gap is cspxeWly noticeable in measurement, tare must crucial
Parameter of the legal systems, ht 190 and again lit the American Chemical Soviet) remit ed on
"the Inadequacy of many analytical clresdcal methods used to munitur, control, and study the
environment and tire related phenomena,"' and "cite lack of data adequate to allow its to define normal
treads in the concentrations of contaminants in tine environment, to deline devfAiotis from normal
trends, and to design valid models fur subsystems of lire environment" (American Chemical Society,
1969 and 19711.
More specifically, the methods used to monitor water quality today do not differ markedl y from
those used at the turn of Ore ecnturyt most s4miffle progress has been toward improving laboratory
techniques. Nearly all of the air monitoring Instruments Installed up to 1970 used analytical techniques
10 to 15 years old. Tire pressures of recent legislation are pushing the serious deficits in measurement
capability into public view where they are beginning slowly to draw lung-warranted attention (see
Section 11 on "NASA Contributions to On Site Instrumentation fur Air Pollution Monitoring').
Rapid solutions, however, are not available. Part of the problent is that instrumentation required
to provide the needed nrcasuremeots Is often pushing the state-of-the-art, Another difticully lies in the
fact that nrcarurements -re required evert though the complete reliability of the measuring technique is
still being determined.
Air analyses. After the Passage of the Clean Air Act of 1070, tire concern over problems that can
flow from a breakdown ht measurement methodology intensified, since this Act presumed the existence
of sound analytical technques. In 1971 the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)
launched Project Threshold to validate measurement methods I `or air contaminants and to provide a
technical basis for resolving measurement problems.
ASTM is using the time-honored collaborative-test approach in which different operators in
different laboratories apply the same analytical method to different parts of the samc sample and thcn
compare results. Such tests have rarely been made on lit pollutant analyses of lire L'PA"s six sta, lard
reference methods for air pollutants', in fact, only those fur sulfur oxides and particulate matter have
been tested collaboratively, One reason is that, until the late 1960's, no means was available for
generating in standard samples the very low concentrations of contaminant gases common in ambient
air. The device that was finally developed—tire permeation tubs—was instrumental In discrediting the
original reference method for nitrogen dioxide. A second reason fur the lack of collaborative testing is
the cos! and difficulty of dividing a cubic ureter of air containing 100 milligrams of NO, into equivalent
samples and delivering them unaltered to half a dozen laboratories. ASTM solved the latter problem by
moving the laboratories to the sample Instead of the other way around.
By May 1973, ASTM had validated six methods for measuring the quality of ambient air,
including two fur particulate matter and one each for sulfur dioxide and nitrogen dioxide. Tire Society
was also conducting on site collaborative tests of source-emission methods, which will become
Increasingly important to the enforcement of air quality laws and regulations. In addition, Project
Threshold conducted the first on site fnterlaboratory tests ever made to determine the reproducibility of
stack-emission measurement methods (for particulate matter, collected residue, sulfur oxides, nitrogen
oxides, and velocity of the stack gas).
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Water analyses. The Water pollution Control Act of 1972. with its emphasis oil point sources, will
necessafN P:ad to considerably txpanded meaxnemenl of specific pollutants in waste discharges. A
variety of analytical techniques is available, and, compared with the methods used for air, they have
been tested relatively well for ellabilily. precision and accuracy.
Problems and Inadequacies, however, stil l exist in the area of water measurement technology. Field
equipment of proven rellabilih for monitoring a number of waste constituents must be developed. In
addition, must water monitors were designed urighUly to mu itor ambient waters, where cuntaniinant
concentrations lend to be relatively low, -a opposed to effluent sources, where cuncentratuns are
higher. The analytical technique may be the sane, but effluent unalysis as a rule requires a less sensitive
Instrument better able to cupc with Interferences, corrosion and suspended solids. More instruments
designed specifically for suuuce monitoring are required Instead of the commonly used dual•purpuse
equipment,
Organic pollutants in water have in the past been analyzed mainly by collective methods, such as
biochemical oxygen demand, which do not detect individual compounds. Many such compounds,
1,owever, enter the environment regularly. Some of them may exert unusual effects in r1dition to
depicting the oxygen in ambient water as they degrade biui.eically. As a result, EPA hegan upgrading its
ability to Identify specific organic chemicals in water. In December 1972 scientists at the EPA
laboratory In Athens, Georgia were able to list sume 250 organic cuntani cants that have been detected
in ambient wLlers. They believe that the number potentially present lies beiwern 10,000 and 100,000.
Future measurement needs, The EPA officials have pointed out a number of continuing and more
general problem areas In environmental measurement (Morgan, i g731. Atnung these is the need to
improve procedures for collecting and maintaining the integrity of samples, especially gaseous samples.
Methods must be developed fur determining pesticide contamination of air, water, soil, and tissue in
comparable terms. A wider range of reference materials and standards is needed, such as tine permeation
tube now used to make standard samples of several gases.
Additional effort is also needed to reline the applications fur advanced monitoring and remote
sensing technologies. The latter, for example, tins been demonstrated to be feasible for monitoring
coastal oil spills and lake cutropideation, Remote sensing techniques developed by other government
agencies are applicable to EPA's nonitoring needs with minimum further development (see Section 111
un "Selected NASA Contributions to Environmental Measure itent by Satellite Remote Sensing").
Environmental Models and Community Health
In order for monitored data to be effective, it must be used in a broad context that will link
pollutant concentration to human effects. This is done with environmental models that relate pollutant
dosage to effects on the quality of communit y health. For txample, the health effects of sulphur
dioxide are illustrated in Figure I.I. The development of such models has been the subject of intensive
research.
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The New York State Npartment of Environmental Conservation and Depaitinent of Ileallh have
Installed all air and water monitoring system that is among the most advanced in tilt world.
The new system, called (he Empire State Systerl, provides for the automatic electronic monituri ►g of
envilonntental conditions in the stale and for the rapid tratlsmissiot1 of the monitored data U) an on-line
computer at the state's Health Department for processing, evaltijim ! and reporting. As a result.
I ivirunmetildl Conservation officials are provided ^tmh almost instantaneous information on excessive
levels of pollution so that appropriate measures fall he taken.
Another prograrin, administered by EPA, attempts to explore the complete pollution envelope of a
single urban area ill detail to allow the processes that determine the concentrations of air
pollutants at various points to he described In a series of niatliemlaucal niod.ls. The program, known as
the Regional Air Pollution Study (RAPS), will employ 25 air monitoring stations around St. Louis.
Missouri to measure such parameters us pollutant concentrations, wind, lemperature. humidity mid solar
radiation.
One complementary program to RAPS is an kPA epidemiological study which offers systematic,
definitive correlations of health effects with long-term. Itm-level exporlre to various pollutants. Since
information of this kind is essential to sound environmental inangitient, EPA is working to obtain it
through the Community Health and Environmental Surveillance Systetu (CHESS). The approach employs
standardised epidemiological studies designed to arteriole, simultaneously, selected indicators of
environmental quality and human health It sets of communities that represent gradients of exposure to
common air pollutants.
Conclusion
The national concern over environmental quality, so dramatically demonstrated on Larth 11av,
April 22, 1170, has resulted in the passage of new 4nd comprehensive federal legislation. This legislation,
such as the Clean Air Act of 1970, not only characterises the national commitment to Improving the
environment but also establishes a legal Imperative to deal with the problems of environmental pollution.
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Since environmental legislation determines standards for pollution control in terms of concentra-
Huns of specific pollutants, the implementation of these standards is largely dependent upon the
availability of Instruments to detect and measure pollutants. The following statement presented at the
Interagency Conference on the Environment, held in Livermore, California in October 1972,
demonstrates the Importance of developing the messurerramt techniques necessary for improving the
environment:
Monitoring is one of the keys to effective management of the quality of the environment.
Changes in the environment, desirable or undesirable, natural or man-made, cannot be
determined unless baeelincs have been established and systematic observations are made.
Further, it is not possible at the present lime to predict, with any certainty, the effects of
various control measures that might be followed In the alleviation of the problem.
Measurements of environmental quality are essential for determining needs, establishing
priorities, and for evaluating the effectiveness of control and abatement programs. As noted
by the President's Council on Environmental Quality in their second amival report, without
valid environm e. p tal data the most important problems cannot be determined nor can the
ffecuveness and success of methods of attacking them be established, 'Monitoring is not a
substitute for action. But in the lung run, action without lire knowledge provided by
adequate monitoring is muro likely to be ineffective' (Lawrence and Keafer, 1973).
Thus, the implied need for expanded measurement techniques Is most useful as the 1s4^kground for
the following discussion of NASA's role in pollution measurement.
CECCION it, NASA CONTRIBUTIONS TO ON SITE INSTRUMENTATION
FOR AIR POLLUTION MONITORING
'file Clean Ali Act of 1970 furred the development of improved pollutant monitoring instruments
that embody ad.mnced measurement technology. One result of this developmental effort to provide
reliable and accurate measurements of 2ullutant concentrations has been a shift from standard wet
chemical techniques to advanced spectroscopic techniques.
A recent article ill SCie'nCe ntdguLine by Environmental protection Agency staff nncmbers discussed
the characteristics and historical devOupment of these two measurement techniques;
Before 1970, requirements for the measurement of gaseous pollutants were largely nnet by
the use of instruments which were automated versions of standard wet chemical procedures.
Such instruments were complex and were characterized by high maintenance requirements
and marginal sensitivity and specffiefty. Spectroscopic techniques, whether in emission or
absorption, offer means for the direct and continuous deter!ion of the pollutant in the gas
phase, The absorption or emission characteristics can serve to identify a pollutant and to
measure its ambient concentrations. Furthermore, spectroscopy off^:rs means for the direct
observation of pollutants at a point or over an extended path withuut the na:d for any
intervening sampling apparatus .. , .
Although the potential of spectroscopic techniques was recognized during the 1950's and
early 1960's, the techniques and instrumentation had not advanced to the point that would
make possible the design of simple, specific, and sensitive spectroscopic sensors. In more
recent times, there has been a ^ ,Irlual renaissance in spectroscopic nicasureincids of
atmospheric pollutants. This revival of interest was Instigated in part by the impending
legislation and monitoring needs of the 1970's. utter major factors, low. °er, have been the
development of new spectroscopic techniques and the evolution of advanced optical
components suitable for use in routine monitoring instruments (liodgeson. 1973),
Spectroscopic Instruments measure pollutant cuncentrations by analyzing the effect of pollutant
molecules on electromagnetic radiation (ultraviolet, visible light, infrared and microwave). This is
possible because all molecules can be identified by the coirbinatiun of wavelengths at which they
characteristically emit and absorb radiation. Sophisticated instrument technology, however, is required to
design a unit that provides a reliable measurement for a specific molecule to the exclusion of all others.
Spectroscopic units typically include optical components, electronic components such as detectors and
amplifiers, and electrical procc.,ing components that analyze the signal to produce an indirect numcdcal
measurement of tile, pollutant,
Adtanccd spectroscopic techniques and electronic components have been embodied in instruments
originally developed by NASA for mission-uriented activities. In this section, three examples are
described which illustrate how NASA-funded advances in spectroscopy have been used in the
development of new air pollution monitoring instruments for carbon monoxide, auto emissions, and
formaldehyde (a component of photochemical smog).
Dual Isotope Fluorescence Carbon Monoxide Analyzer
The EPA reference method for measuring carbon monoxide (CO) is nondispersive infrared (NDIR)
spectroscopy, The typical NDIR analyzer has several Important operational problems in normal air
pollution monitoring applications. Since the unit does not distinguish (selectivity) between water vapor
and CO, all water vapor in the sample must be removed by another device before measurement. In
g
addition, the standard unit has a diaphragm mechanism which is susceptible to external vibrations and
not rugged enough for normal use In field operations. Maintenance problems occur with the sample
chamber, where dirt and condensation will degrade the uniCs accuracy, and with the electronic
components, which are nut sinble in extended monitoring applicatiue v, (Maugh, 197:),
A new principal of operation for NDIR—dual isotope fluorescence —was developed for the Skylab
cabin CO analyzer to eliminate these problems and to increase sensitivity to 0.1 parts per million (ppm)
(see Figure 2 . 1). Subsequent commercialization ct this unit has redefined the state-of-the-art for NDIR
carbon monoxide analyzers.
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The dual isotope fluorescence NDIR contains a broadband infrared source that stimulates fluorescence in
the two CO isotopes (CO 15 and 00 16 ) in a waled all. The stimulated radiation Is alternately filtered fur
the absorption band wavelengths of each isotope by a rotating chopper. This selectively chapped beam Is
transmitted through the sample chamber to a solid state photocell detector. Since the radiation
%awlenglhs emitted by 00 16 and CO In are close to each other. the two beams are equally absorbed by
water vapor it other Interfering pollutants in the sample. On the other hand. 99.5 percent of the
naturally occurring CO Is in the form CO 16. so only the C0 16 fluorescencee is absorbed by CO in the
sample, and the W its fluorescence passes through the wnTle as a reference heart, liens, the photocell
alternately receives the reference CO t6 beam and the CO' beam which has been teduLed by an amount
proportional to the concentration of CO in t1w sample. Electronic components then compare these two
signais from the photocell art produce a numerical reading.
Figure 2.1. Dual Isotope Fluorescence Carbon Monoxide Monitur tSourcet Decker, 1972.1
Gas samples do not have to be conditioned for the dual isotope unit because the effect of water
vapor and other contaminants is eliminated by using one isotope to produce a reference beam. Similarly,
performance is not degraded by dirt or condensation from the atmospheric sample—as much as a 50
percent reduction fm transmissicity can be tolerated. The mechanical components are nut susceptible to
vibration, and the solid-state electronic Lontpuuaitts are vastly serviced.
Arkon Scientific Laboratories fit Berkeley, Caltibirda, under contract to tire NASA Antes Research
Center, first demonstrated the feasibility of using the dual isotope technique in 1966. The first
prototype unit was made at Arkon in 1970, under contract to the National Air Pollution Control
la
Agency (now part of EPA). The technology was rapidl y developed in 1970 and 1971, again under
contract to Ames, to provide an upura0mnal CU analyzer for (lie Skylab cabin atmosphere. In 1972
Arkon was reorganized into Andros, Incorporuted, to develop a commercial version of the Sk: lab
nrunitur, A built-in zero point calibrawr was added, slight design changes were made to meet EPA
specifications, and the unit was marketed, In 1973, Andrus sold this product line to Beckman
Instruments, Incorporated, and Beckman is now selling the units as they were designed at Andrus fur
approximately Sti,800 each,
More than 30 of the instruments have been sold to government agencies and industrial firsts. The
California Air Resources Board and EPA are using the units fur ambient, airborne, and automotive
emissions air monituring, Fur example, EPA used the instrument on a helicopter to measure the CO
profile in the Los Angeles basin; no other CO analyzer could have been used in this fashion.
Dispersive Infrared Vehicle Exhaust Analyzer
Nondispersive instruments transmit the complete eleclruniagnetie spectrum within a given range
through an atmospheric sample, and a filter in the unit selects the relevant absorption wavelengths for a
specific pollutant gas. A nondispersivc spectrometer must, therefore, be designed fur a specific pullutant.
A dispersive spectrophotometer, by contrast, contains a prism or grating to disperse a given range of the
ele, t rumignetic spectrum into small wavelength intervals either before or after the beam is transmitted
through a gaseous or liquid sample. The dispersive unit could, therefore, simultaneously measure all
pollutant gases having an absorbing wavelength within the unit's spectral range (Maugh, 1972). In either
case, the infrared range is the most important for air pollution since nearly every significant gaseous air
pollutant has at least one characteristic absorption wavelength in the infrared spectrum (liodgeson,
1973).
Although a dispersive Infrared (DIR) spectrophotometer has potential advantages—such as much
lower total cost and simultaneous measurement of several gases in the saute sample—over the multiple,
specialized nundispersive infrared units it could replace, development efforts have not produced a DIR
unit for ambient air measurement that performs to legal standards. The major technological barrier to
developing a DIR spectrophotometer for ambient air pollution measurements has been the friability to
discriminate between pollutants with wavelengths that are vcr, close together (Hollowell, 1973).
While better resolution in the optical components and more sophisticated electronic design arc
needed to produce a DIR spectrophotometer for measuring ambient air, the limited number of
constituent gases in vehicle emissions (primarily carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, oxides of nitrogen,
and hydrocarbons) has reduced the instrument design roblenis o a tractable, though still difficult,
level. Built EPA and the state of California recently ecitifned a new DIR unit for vehicle emissions
analysis. This new DIR spectrophotometer was developed b y Chrysler Corporation with technological
expertise the company gained when it designed the Ila,ardnus Gas Detection System (IIGDS) for the
Saturn•IB stage at the Marshall Space Flight Center's Saturn Systems Development breadboard Facility
(SDBF)—a facility the Chrysleriluntsville Division installed and has operated since 1961 The liasarduus
Gas Analyzer is a computer•auomaled system to collect samples of fuel vapor, quantitatively analyze
the samples, and display the data so that safety procedures can be followed in a timely manner,
The development of the DIR spectrophotometer for vehicle emissions analysis was initiated in
1968 by a small group of Chrysler engineers who had previously been associated with the IIGDS. The
Saturn-1B IIGDS utilized a mass spectrometer to determine qualitatively and quantitatively the specific
Is
gases tinder obse:wation. Must of the adaptation effort focused on replacing the mass spectrometer with
a OIR that could provide measurements of the particular gases In vehicle emissions and convert these
measurements to a computer compatible signal. This new analytical system was ready by 1970 after
approximately $200,000 had been invested (see Figure 2.2). It not only reflects aerospace technology in
gas detection techniques but also in electronics, data handling and data processing,
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The Vehicle Exhaust Analyzer system employs a gas sample conditioning subsystem to provide a simple
gas flow, with mater and particulate matter removed, to the optical subsystem. The dispersive Infrared
optical subsystem is a double beam differencing system where both beams are derived from a single source
of infrared radiation. One beam passes through the sample cell to the grating and the detectors; the
second beam bypasses the sample cell and Is the reference (unabsorbed signal) beam. Some of the
radiation passing through the simple is absorbed. The absorbed wavelengths define one tar more) gaseous
constituent present in the sample, while the amount of absorbed light is a measure of the concentration
of that species present in the sample. The light beam passed through the sample is then dispersed into Its
component wavelengths by means or a grating; certain selected wavelengths are detected; and the signal
strength is measured. The concentration of gas being measured is proportional to file ditterence between
the two signal strengths at the lead selenide detectors. A mirror chopper alternately presents the sample
and reference beams to the detector elements (Chrysler Corporation. 1972).
Figure 2.2. Dispersive Infrared Vehicle Exhaust Analyzer. (Source: Chrysler Corporation, 1971.1
The major advantage of this unit is that it simultaneously measures the concentrations of CO,
C01, and hydrocarbons in a single sample, with automated sample manipulation needed to remove water
vapor. Other operational advantages include simplicity, easy maintenance, reliability, and ruggedness, as
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well as computer Interfacing capability that allows several of the units to be used at a large certitieation
test facility
 for now ears in California.
Chrysler has suld uboat 70 of the units at prices ranging front $15,000 to $50,000 depending un
what specific instrumentation and automation components were used. The company's uutoniubile
divisions and General Motors, fur exam ple, are using these analyzers to test new car emissions lit
research laboratories and after production.
Crysler Huntsville also developed a computerized Automated System for Emission Testing (ASL'T)
that curt coordinate up to seven of the vehicle exhaust analyzers lit
	 data, data analysis,
emission analyzer status monitoring and emission analyzer control. The ASST computer controls the
acquisition of data through the real-time process control interface based on predefined test descriptions
and on-line operator or test conductor options. The computer then linearizes, scales, and integrates the
source data prior to utilizing it to compute emission levels in grains per vehicle little. Data is also
presented ht the form of concentration levels. The first ASST systent has been installed for Automotive
Pre-Check Corporation in Los Angeles, California to certify new cars in that state.
Microwave Spectrometer Formaldehyde Analyzer
Formaldehyde, a toxic, eye-irritating component of photochemical smog, is generally produced by
the partial combustion of hydorcarbon fuels. Measurement of formaldehyde has been done with
wet-chemical laboratory techniques, so on site monitoring of this pollutant has not been feasible. Other
available techniques for monitoring formaldehyde do nut satisfy EPA sensitivity requhennents.
The EPA and NASA jointly funded the recent development of an advanced, operational
formaldehyde monitor based on microwave spectroscopic technology that was originally developed at
the NASA Langley Research Center for monitoring the atmosphere in spacecraft cabin simulators. The
new portable unit is the first nonlaboratory instrument which is capable of measuring an air pollutant to
EPA standards by using the microwave region of the spectrum (White, 1973).
Virtually all pollutants of interest, including formaldehyde, possess rotational absorption lines in
the microwave region. The microwave spectrum provides an even more specific fingerprint of a moleule
than the infrared spectrum due to the narrowness of the rotational line and the accuracy with which its
frequency can be measured. Microwave spectroscopy has not been applied In earlier quantitative air
pollution measurements because of the complex nature of available microwave systems, the low
rotational absorption coefficients and resultant poor sensitivities, the low pressure requirements, and the
high metallic surface area inherent in conventional microwave absorption cells (Hodgeson, 1973).
Microwave spectrometers arc generally operated at low sample pressures—typically about 10'2
tort—to prevent collisional broadening of absorp tion bands. At such pressures, however, the absolutc
number of pollutant molecules is so small that detection of ambient concentrations of pollutants
requires an unreasonably lung microwave cavit y or wave guide to provide a sufficiently large sample
(Maugh, 1972).
The LanLlcy Research Center started developing microwave spectroscopy in the early 1960's to
measure gaseous contaminants lit
	 simulation chambers. Microwave spectroscopy for gas
analysis was not well developed at that time, but a microwave instrument offered the best potential for
selective mcain,rement of the many interfering gases in a chamber. Researchers at Langley developed
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ndt.ruwave Instrumentation, design analysis techniques, and dais for interpreting the microwave spectra
of marry molecular species, The center currently maintains one of the only computer-based reference
data systems for microwave spectra in the United States.
Until 1971, ll. ;ocus of the Langley microwave instrdment design work was on laboratory-sized
units. In January of that year, the NASA Technology Application Team (TATeam) at the Research
Triangle Institute (RTI) in North Carolina, in cooperation with se!entists at the nearby EPA National
Environmental Research Center, distributed a problem statement cescribing EPA's requirements for a
portable microwave spectrometer to measure formaldehyde. The desired instrument was to cost less than
$5,000 and provide, in less than one minute, measurements for concentrations of formaldehyde in
ambient air as low as 0.01 ppm and in vehicle exhaust as low as 0.1 ppm,
As a result of the TATeam problem statement, researchers from Langley and die EPA group began
an effort to adapt the Langley microwave technology to develop a portable instrument. The first design
of this unit was breadboarded at Langley, and feasibility tests were successfully completed. The test
results indicated that a microwave Instrument meeting the EPA requirements could be developed.
More design work was needed, however, to develop an operational unit. A scientist at the
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory in California, who had developed a small solid-state microwave source
in his dissertation research, was identified by Langley experts as the appropriate principal investigator to
develop an operational spectrometer. The NASA Technology Utilization Office and EPA each provided
about $55,000 for the subsequent development effort, and a completed instrument was delivered to
EPA in January 1974 for final evaluation (see Figure 2.3).
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In this schematic of rile Lawrenee Livermore Labosatary spectrometer, a resonant cavity is coupled to a
small. solid-state. Gunn-diode microwave source. The resonant cavity provides a lung, effective path length
115 centimeters) at minimum volume and internal surface area. Thenrral evpans on is used In a feedback loup
to control cavity dimensionsand, thus, the resonant frequency. Conventional Stark niodulmion of the santpic
and synchronous detection al the modulation frequency are used to measure small changes In microwave
power due to Sample absorption. A two-stafY mernbtane separator is used on the inlet to preconcenlrate the
pollutant by more than two orders of magnitude. Without the separator, this unit has a sensitivity of about I
ppm (Iludgeson. 1973),
Figure 2•3. Microwave Spectrometer Formaldehyde Monitor. (Source: Hrubcsh, 1973.1
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Commercial firms have already c pressed thcb interest lit new microwave spectrometer to the
Laboratory, but final evaluation less , will be conducted by EPA before conimeicial development
proceeds. ht the nicantinie, the Laburm. uty Is designing dedicated microwave units to monitor anununla
and sulfur dioxide. Prolfminary tests 'Indicate the scone technology call be used for a nitrogen
dioxide munilur. liven without the sept!ralur membranes, the microwave inslnuneat. has a seaisillvily [it
lice low parts per million range for these three pollutants (llu igeson, 1970. A Hewlett-Packard
Corporation scientist in Palo Alto, CaIL',=rnia has estimated that mullipullulant microwave $Peetrunieteis
based oil 	 same designs could be eclat iereially available in two years (Maulth, 1972).
Conclusion
The three examples described fit this section illustrate bow NASA's unique requirements for
ntunlloring gaseous contaminants were lit tisfied by the development of new spectruscupfe techniques.
These NASA-developed techniques are not , embodied In new air pollution monitoring instruments which
are at the leading edge of a major trend coward spectroscopic measurement. The exacting demand for
aerospace inslrumentalion forced advanco lit stale-ul'>the-art which are, lit supporting the
Implementation of the Clean Air Act .rf 1970. Attachment 1 Contains additional examples of
r
NASA-generated technology now finding o , nimercial applicdiun lit 	 devclupnierl of equipment tot,
pollution measurement and control
SL• CTION III. SCLECtED NASA CONTRIIiUI IONS TO
ENVIRONMENTAL MEASUREMENT BY SA'CELLITE REMOTE SENSING
One of the must significant evatilbutiuns of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
tov.ard understanding, describing, and predicting the state of the envirunnent is that of providing the
ability to view the earth and Its resources in a novel way-by means of all 	 satellite.
Satellite measurements offer a number of advantages over ground-based and afrcraft observations.
First, they provide a synoptic overview of a region. For example, a single picture obtained from the
Larth Resources 'technology Satellite (ERTS-1) slows the entire Tidewater area of Virginia, from
Norfolk to Washington, U. C. Second, a satellite nicasmentent can often yield broad-scale Information
concerning a variety of phenomena. The saute imagery used by a h ydrologist to estimate snow pack in a
ntuuntalnuus region ntiglit also be employed by a forestry official to help determine the effects of atnog
on the vegetation of the area, A third, and perhaps most important, advantage is that satellites provide
the opportunity hi obtain relatively Inexpensive measurements oil global basis:
A principle reason for the Importance of rcntule sensing Is the need for the collection of
data on a scale and with it coverage either prohibitively expensive or virtually Impossible by
conventional or direct nmans.... An earth orbiting satellite covering the entire globe of the
earth once every 12 lours in a polar orbit can provide a coverage which has neverbefore
been possible with local sensors because the resources to install and operate such a vast
network never have been-and in all probability never will be-available for that purpose
(Yates, 1972).
This section focuses on three NASA contributions that illustrate the ways in which the advantages
of satellite-based measurements are brought to bear oil of environmental pollution. They
Include: (1) satellite vertical temperature profile measurements, involving operational technology that
provides useful Information on a daily basis; (2) pollution measurement experiments associated with
ERTS-1; and (3) research being undertaken for the eventual measurement of atmospheric pollutants on a
global basis. Additional applications of NASA-generated remote sensing technology In pollution
measurement and control are given in Attachment I.
Satellite Vertical Temperature Profile Measurements
In any effective air pollution control program, meteorological data and weather forecasting
capabilities are of central importance. The ability to predict the weather is 'anportant not only to
metropolitan air pollution control officers but also to plant operators concerned with the d i spersal of
stack effluents. This is due to the fact that most pollution problems arise when the air is stagnant, and
weather forecasting provides useful predictions of wind direction and velocity, the ,ossibility of
temperature inversions and other meteorological data.
Accurate weather furecasting relies heavily on the integration of a variety of me Sure non is such as
wind speeds, (tumidity, and air and ground temperatures. One measurement that is crucial to achieving
precise meteorological predictions is the vertical temperature profile of the air, or the temperatures of
the air at different heights above the ground.
For many years these measurements have been made by radiosondes, balloons which report
altitude and temperature data. In 1969, the Satellite Infrared Spectrometer (SIRS) on board Nimbus 3,
one of a series of NASA research and development weather satellites, began to provide measurements
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which scientists were able to reduce to vertical temperature profile soundings. This spectrumeler
provided useful data in cloud-free areas, but it was not effective when partial cloud cover was present.
The Nimbus Program subsequently developed a more refined instrument, the Vertical Temperature
Profile Radiometer (VTPR), that could obtain useful profiles under partly cloudy conditions. The VTPR
is now being used aboard NOAA•2 and NOAA -3, the Natlunal OLvanic and Atmospheric Administra•
tion's two most recently launched operational weather satellites. Since these satellites can scan 85
percent of the globe, timely vertical temperature profile data are not only being relayed to the U. S.
National Weather Service but also to users in many countries. Figure 3 . 1 shows the good correlation
between vertical temperature profiles obtained by radiosonde and those determined using soundings
from NOAH-2.
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Figure 3-1. Comparison Between a VTPR Sounding and a Radiosonde at 52.5° North,
20° West (D.P. indicates dewpoint). [Source: McMillin, 1973.1
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A diagram of the VTPR now being used un the NOAA satellites is Presented lit J•;, along
with a discussion or the general Principles upon which current satellite vertical lempciature prul'ile
measurement are based.
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Satellite vertical temperature profile tncasurements take advantage of the spectral properties of carbon
dioxide. Among the constituents of the atmosphere, carbon dioxide Is the only emitter of radiation in the
region of 15 microns; measurement In this part of the spectrum is due almost entirely to the gas. The
Intensity of the emitted radiation depends on three factors: the mass of the gas, in ubwrption coefficient.
and the temperature of the gas,
Because carbon dioxide. Is present in a fixed ratio (0,04 percent) and is distributed uniformly throughout
the atmosphere, Its mass at any given height Is known. The absorption coefficient is different for different
pressures and for different radiation wrvolengths. As a result, radiation at a certain wavelength 'can be.
attributed to the carbon dioxide at a known pressure (hence, at a known height) in the atmosphere. Since.
the muss of carbon dioxide at this height is known, the radiation Intensity at a given wavelength will
provide the dcslrcd measurement of the temperature at a given height.
Figure 3 .2. Isometric View of a VTPR Instrument. [Source: McMillin, 1973.]
NASA is also pioneering the development of Instrument . to provide even better v lical
temperature profile cuverage. A spectrometer which measures the radiation emitted by oxygen rather
than carbon dioxide and which operates in the micruwave rather than the infrared region of the
spectrum is now being tested oil 	 5, NASA's newest weather research satellite. Vic principle
advantage of the microwave region Is [lint scattering by clouds and aerosols Is orders of nhagi.irude Ics^
than in the infrared. A recent report indicates that this new instrument call provide accurate
temperature proilles even under overcast conditions (Stuelin, 1973).
Although satellite soundings are already being used in the preparation of daily forecasts, their full
potential Is Just beginning to be realized. The significance of satellite vertical temperature nieasurenunts
is seen when these first generation operational satellites are compared with balloons in teens of the
coverage obtained and the relative oust of the measurements. Radiosondes prudaee about 1.000
soundings per day (largely clustered in the more technically advanced countries, with polar areas and
oceans having extremely sparse coverage) at an average cost of Liver 5100 per sounding; by cur rust, the
present satellite system Is capable of producing about 2,500 soundings per da y
 (distributed evenly over
the glube) for about $10 per sounding (Spohn, 1972). As operatluual sensor devices and methods of
data reduction and analysis Improve, the importance of satellite measurements will continue to grow.
Pollution Measurement Experiments Associated with ERTS
The Earth Resources Technology Satellite, ERTS•1, is an excellent example of one of the ways in
which NASA's capabilities in satellite technology and Its continued support of reroute sensing programs
are now being applied to environmental problems. Wilk there are mute than fifty ERTS experiments
associated with water and air pollution n,r_,,urenient, only three will be discussed lure to Illustrate tine
present utility and lire future promise of satellite remote sensing of pollutants,
Monitoring pollutants in coastal waters, Ocean dumping of objectionable waste products (11 it are
difficult or expensive to treat is Increasing rapidly. In many cases, these wastes are not discharged In
deep waters, but In more shallow coastal areas where they can pose a serious pollution hazard.
A study was conducted by fire Environmental Research Institute of Michigan, in cooperation with
NASA, tLi evaluate the potential of remote sensing for monitoring disposal of waste materials In the
oceans. The coastal waters between northern New Jersey and Lung Island, the New York Bight, were
chosen as the study area. This particular body of water is used extensively as a dumping ground for
wastes front
	 New York metropolitan region. For example, over 10,000 cubic yards of sewage sludge
are disposed of daily in air
	 about 12 iniles south of Long Island. In addition, acid-iron wastes are
dispersed by barge over a haripin•shaped course in the same general region,
ERTS•I imagery of the area, acquired on August 16, 1972, was analyzed and compared with
aircraft overflights on the same day. The satellite hnagery, shown in Figure 3 .3, correlated well with the
aircraft data and clearly identified the acid waste discharges and the sewage sludge dump area, Because
the satellite instrument provided scans in different regions of the spectrum, it w,s possible to obtain
additional Information—in particular, the water mass boundaries and the relative depth of the sewage.
sludge, Furthermore, the shape of the waste discharge plumes and the water boundaries provided
Information regarding the surface circulation patterns at the time of %!charge (Wezernak, 1973).
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Figure 3 .3. F.RTS•l Imagery of the New York Bight. (Source, NASA, 1972.1
While the satellite data did not give a great dea l of quantitative information about the composition
or concentration of the various pollutants, it did provide useful information on the geographic location
of the various materials. It was found i 'or example, that the distance Irom the nearest pomi of the acid
waste plume to the New Jerry coast was closer than the designated dump area. Ill addnnm, life total
area of the sewage sludge and acid iron waste dumps could be measured.
Illmmoring lake pollution In an experiment conducted by scientists at the University of Vermont,
it was tcund that I RTS-1 imagery of lake Champlain could be used to map a major pollution plu ►ne
which had apparently been caused by waste discharges from a new paper mill near Fort Ticonderoga.
The satellite data provided a %ynoptic overview which, together with ground-based and arrcralt data.
showed that the plume did rnueed extend into V. ;.,oni waters (Lad. 1 1 11 73). The state of Vermont
initiated legal action against boili the paper company and the state of New York, alleging that the flew
plant was reducing the water quality of the lake below Vermont standards and Ihat polluted water was
crossing over the state houndary Into Vermont ((4 • tham, 19721. AL• hough the suit is still before the U. S.
Supreme Court, it is significant that both FRTS-1 ir • .agery and the interpretation of the imagery have
been accepted as legal evidence in the case (Lind, 1974).
These experiments, as well as others now underway. are clearly demonstrating the utility of
satellite remote sensing for providing accurate and relatively inexpecsive water pollution measurements
that can be a part of a broad-scale water quality program.
Remote sensing of air pollutants. FRTS - 1 experiments are also demonstra t ing 'he feasibility of
utilizing satellite remote sensing systems in the monitoring of air pollution. In a study conducted at Old
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Dominion University. Norfolk, Virginia, acoatlsts showed that ERTS data could be used to detect
aerosol plumes hr Ibe atmosphere (Copeland, 1973). Tlncy found that the n geasurentent of a plume's
reflectivity-a densilunteter scall-helped to provide qualitative IN'unnaton on Cite character of the
	 h,
plume. This was possible because diffetent types of plun ges have different reflective characteristics.
	 I,'
This study Is also slowing that, by means of satellite monitoring, it nrlgbt be possible to acquire
quauilalive data on smoke stack eni nsiuns over slate•sizc regions. By eurrclating HUS imagery with
known stack locations, actual emission data, and metcorulogical conditions, atmospheric diffusion
Coefficients earl be computed and a model developed to predict surface emission concentrations. This
model is currently being verified unit refined by on site measurements using a mobile Iaborslury.
Other studies indicate that satellite imagery ought be used to obtain estimates of stack emission
rates. This would provide a means of monitoring known sources of air pollution at a great reduction In
cost, as Compared to other methods. Although such satellite measurements du not Lornpletely obviate
the need fur ground-based instruments, the number of these lustuntents could be considerably reduced.
For example, by using satellite measurements to determine potential areas of high particulate
concentration, a pollution control board could develup monitoring strategies that would permit time must
effective deployment of ground•bued Instruments. In addition, tenote sensing provides a broad view of
an entire region that ."s so important to a comprehensive pollution control program,
Measurement of Atmospheric Pollutants on a Global Basis
Millions of tons of carbon ., nitrogen. and sulfurwxidez are discharged into the atmosphere every
year as a result of Industrial processes. NASA Is conducting research aimed at achieving, kill a global
basis, the monitoring of these relatively long-lived gaseous pollutants.
For the past three years, the Langley Research Center has supported a progrant called the Carbon
Monoxide Pollution Experiment (COPE). This program is designed to determine the feasibility of using
satellite-bused instruments to obtain a global map of carbon monoxide (CO) that would not only
indicate areas of higher than normal CO concentration, but It would also indicate areas where the CO
concentration is significantly lower than normal (sinks). A map slowing sinks is very useful in
determining the cacaos by which a pollutant is destroyed or removed from the atmosphere (e.g.. by soil
microorganisms). Art instrument designed to map sinks must be considerably more sensitive than one
needed to obtain the usual pol' fun maps, where only ambient and higher than ambient concentrations
are plotted.
A correlation interferuntcter is being tested as a primary device for measuring concentrations of
CO. The instrument was developed as part of a NASA-supported program by Barringer Research, Limited,
on a subcontract from General Electric. It utilizes a correlation technique in conjunction with an
interferometer, rather thait a conventiurlal spectrometer. An interferometer has an advantage oven a
spcetromeW r in that Its throughput of energy is about 100 tines greater.
The conventional interferometer has a number of disadvantages, the most serous being, that data
are presented In a graphic form. This requires it time-consuming computer analysis to obtain a high
resolution, high fat^nsity spectrum that is amenable to Gather inierpretation. The weight and power
requirements for such it complex analysis make the instrument unattractive for use oar board a
spacecraft. A further drawback is that the analysts involves a step which tends to magnify out of
^r	 proportion the contribution of 110150 present in lh0 original signal.
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These drawbacks arc eliminated in the euraclatlun btercrunwier.'fhc tuterfcrugram uhu(ted by
the sensor is corrdatcd with s:olc. l
 replicas of tine I1tLatclugta7ns or various mixtures of the gas heiug
detected. Since It Is not necessary to convert an btterforugtum to u conventional spectrunL the data
ptoeesslmg is gleally simplified (Ilarnnger and bavics, 1971).
In order to determine the l asibillly or using such all Instillment ba orbit, two critical questiuns
needed to be answered:
• Con the desired hilormatlun be obtained hour measurements made from a satellite where
lacturs such as the atrnuspheric temperature profile, c uth hine, and atinospheric absorption and
emission must be taken Into account?
• Which of the absorption wavelengths fur carbon monoxide would provide the most reliable and
usable results?
The Sparc Selene" Laboratory of lire General Hectrie Company, under NASA contract, obtained
answers to these questions. Tell dill ,crent carbon monoxide profiles were used in their computerized
simulation study. For example. profile I was tar a constant mixmg ratio of 100 parts per billion (ppb),
while profile 5 represented a low altitude silk having a mixing ratio ut IU ppb at zero kilometers and
1 UU ppb at 9 kilometers.
This study concluded that it appeared feasible to use a satellite-based corMaliun iurciferumclei to
obtain a global map Indicating carbon monoxide sources and sinks. It was also found that 2.3 microns
was tire most suitable wavelength for measurements (Burtner, October 1973). In addition, the
Instrument was shown to be suitable for obtaining the same information about methane (Burtner, March
1973).
A breadboard correlation interferometer was built and laboratory tested on gas sample tails
containing various concentrations of carbon monoxide and other pollutants. These laboratory studies
have indicated that lire instrument has sufficient sensitivity and specificity to map carbon monoxide
concentrations in the atmosphere and to distinguish between the different models that predict the
caabun monoxide concentration (Becker, 1972). An engineering model of the instrument has been
constructed and is presently being tested un board an aircraft (Burtner, 1974). A correlation
intericruracter for the measurement of atmospheric trace species is now being designed for possible use
on a pollution monitoring satellite that is being considered for launch in the late 1970's.
Closer at hand. NASA's next research and development satellite, Nimbus G (Nimbus G once it is
placed in orbit), has as a primary mission objective detecting, identifying, mapping, and measuring
of air and ocean pollution. Measurements will be used to establish baseline levels so that long-term
trends call be determined and to provide information about location, movement and Gate of pollutants.
Three sensor systems will be used for air pollution measurements. One will measure ozone, water
vnpr ;, nitric acid, methane, nitrous oxide, and nitrogen dioxide in the stratosphere, together with the
temperature where they are found. A second instrument is designed to measure carbon monoxide, sulfur
dioxide, ammonia, and methane in the troposphere. A visible polarimeter will also be on board to
measure the composition, size, and distribution of particles in the atmosphere (U.S. Congress, 1973).
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Conciuslon
This section bas served to illustrate that by actively supporting R&D in satellite remote sensing,
NASA is makhig an important contribution to society's efforts to control pollution. Satellite remote
sensing, through NASA program achievements, is now a viable means of broad-scale ineasurcment and
global monitoring. These measurements provide information on pollution and its effects that are proving
to be air 	 part of the national program of pollution control and abatement.
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SECTION IV. A PERSPECTIVE
Two distinct ways In which aerospace technology is being utili/wd to satisfy new requlremenls in
pollution measurement have been examined in this report: the application of hnstmrnentatlun
innovations hr designing improved air pollution munituting equipment and the use of satellite-derived
data to develop broad-scale measuring capabilities. While the new Instrumentation is piuviding the
sensitivity and selectivity requbcd by national pollution standards, satellite remote sensing is establishing
a fundamentally new way of monitoring the environment oil giobal basis.
These cuntribmiuns dearly demonstrate how the technology developed to meet specific mission
requirements of the Naticnal Aeronautics and Space Administration is also being used to meet another
national commitment—the quest for au improved environment.
WATTACHMENT I
Summaries of Technology Transfer Examples Involving
NASA-Generated Technology for Pollution
Measurement and Control
.4
AIMAUA-
SUMMARIES OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER EXAMPLES INVOLVING *
NASA-GENERATED TECHNOLOGY FOR POLLUTION MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL
r	 TRANSFER STAGES
1	 2	 3	 4
NASA
CONTRIBUTIONS
	
Cont.* Term. Cont. Term. Cont. Term. Cont. Term.
PO LLUTION EFFECTS
• Estimating Carbo-, Monoxide
Ex"ure
POLLUTION MEASUREMENT
• Correlation Spectrometer for Air
Pollution Remote Sensing
• Heat Pipe Applications
• Analytic Technique for Organic
Water Pollutants
96531
78001
9!526
86011 86010 86009
86013 86012
86015 86014
93826 86016
86018
93825
87030 87C29
9653G
93829 96528
93831
93830
*The action status, continuing or termirwited, of transfer cases at the time DRI-TRIS contacted users.
Cases are classed as temtinated when (a) no further adaptation or adoption is contemplated, (b) a better
technical alternative has been found, or (c) continued transfer activity is not economically feasible.
**Numbers in columns refer to TRIS case numbers.
A
POLLUTION MODELING AND
ABATEMENT
• Telemetry Systems for Remote
Monitoring
• Environmental Models and Analysis
• Weather Satellite Data for Air
Pollution Control
• Computer Prograins to Analyze
Combustion
• Fuel Vaporization Model
• Coal D-ulfurization Process
• Applit	 is of Reliability and
QuahLy Assurance in the
Offshore Petroleum Industry
77452"
95608
90555
96529
96532
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ESTIMATING CARBON MONOXIDE EXPOSURE
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER EXAMPLE SUMMARY
The North American Rockwell Corporation, under contract to the Lyndon B. Johnson Space
Center, conducted a study of the nature of carbon monoxide (CO) poixming on astronauts in order to
develop design and operating criteria fur spacecraft. As a result, a novel method fur predicting the
effects of CO exposure on humans was developed. Precise correlations of carbon monuxide poisoning,
breathing rates, and variations In atmospheric conditions were established.
Two equations were developed which make it possible to estimate the carboxy hemoglobin formed
when CO 1s inhaled and to determine when adjustments fur pulmonary ventilation are necessary. The
study results indicated a need to maintain a low CO toxicity level, less than 17 milligrams per cubic
meter, in spacecraft cabin atmospheres. Unusual gencra,ors of CO, such as paints and activated charcoal,
were also described in the study report. This report was announced by NASA in Tech Brief 71.10319,
entitled "Estimating Carbuo Monoxide Exposure."
Aerospace American, Incorporated, a manufacturer of fork lift trucks and other off-the-road
equipment in Bay City, Michigan (77452), used the NASA Technical Support Pakcage (TSP) in its
product modification program to reduce CO emissions. The TSP was a major source of information for
the company, showing the necessity of its program and suggesting future directions. To date,
approximately $10,000 has been spent in this research effort, and company engineers are now
considering ways to use automotive emission control equipment In company products. A company
spokesman indicated that both time and money have been saved by using the NASA information.
Control Numbers
Tech Brief Number: 71-10319
NASA Center: Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
TRIS Case Number: 77452
TEF Number: 461
Date of Latest Information Used:	 January 5, 1973
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CORRELATI940CTROMETER FOR AIR POLLUTION REMOTE SENSING
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER EXAMPLE SUMMARY
In the mid•1960's, Barringer Research, Limited, in Rexdale, Ontario (95608) designed and built a
prototype correlation spectrometer for measuring air pollutants in stack gases. This work was dune with
indiuuse funding and under a contract with the American Iron and Steel Institute. Substantial design
improvements and flight testing fur calibration were needed to develop this instrument into a
satisfactory. airborne retnute Sensor for air pollutants.
Barringer was subsequently funded by the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center to develop an
operational remote sensor for sulfur dioxide (SO2) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) by modifying the
prototype design. NASA contracted with Barringer to conduct flight tests for the new instrument ever
San Francisco and Los Angeles to measure nitrogen dioxide profiles and over Chicago to measure tine
sulfur dioxide profile. The Chicago profile was done with a high altitude balloon to evaluate the
instrument fur possible use on board a spacecraft. Favorable results were obtained.
Barringer has sold 38 correlation spectrometers at prices between $23,000 and S24,200 each. The
instruments are being used remotely to measure SO 2 and N0, by air pollution control agencies lit the U. S.,
Canada, Australia, Japan, Netherlands, France and Spaln. The pollutant profiles provided by the
Barringer product, which arc important inputs to the development of pollution control strategies, cannot
be obtained by any other commercial instrument.
Control Numbers
Tech Brief Number: None
NASA Center: Lyndon B.Johnsn Space Center
TRIS Case Number: 95608
TEF Number: 482
Date of Latest Information Used: 	 August 31, 1973
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HEAT PIPE APPLICATIONS
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFLR EXAMPLE" SUMMARY
The development of modern heat pipe technology was initiated in 19G3 by George Gruver ul'the
Los Alarms Scientific Laboratories. The Atomic Energy Commission secured a patent only oil
high-temperature heat pipe becaux it was discovered during a patent search that a similar device had
been patented in 1942 fur rMUgerrdion uses. Grover's heat pipe was developed specifically to solve
spacecraft thermal equilibrium pruble^as. Sun facing surfaces of nonrotating satellites becume excessively
lust, while surfaces nut exposed to the sun become very cull; the temperature differentials call
failure of electronic and other spacecraft systems. One solution is to rotate the spacecraft, but in sonic
satellite uses this is not possible or desirable. Grover's system transfers heat efficiently without recourse
to pumps or other mechanical devices that might be subject to failure.
The heat pipe is a simple device, involving no moving parts. A mesh, or wick, is sealed inside a tube
along with a working fluid. When heat is applied to a portion of the pipe, the working fluid evaporates
and fills the pipe, condensing on the walls at cooler segments of the pipe. This condensation releases
heat. Pressure and temperature differentials within the pipe are small, and the heat transfer occurs
almost isothermally. The isothermic characteristic makes possible a return flow of the condensed fluid
by capillary action, completing the cycle. The heat pipe can operate over a wide temperature range
depending on the nature of the working fluid, which call water, molten metal, or any other
appropriate fluid. Heat can be transferred with a heat pipe up to 500 times more efficiently than with
any solid metal conductor.
Since the announcement of Grover's invention, NASA and several private companies have been
investigating numerous fluids, geometry, wick materials, and operating characteristics of the heat pipe.
NASA nas also sponsored colloquia to describe the rapidly expanding heat pipe technology. The
NASA-sponsured Regional Dissemination Center at the University of New Mexico, the Technology
Application Center (TAC), provides heat pipe bibliographies and symposia.
Gas analyzers used for air pollution monitoring must be very carefully calibrated to obtain valid
data. The U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) developed a technique using
permeation tubes for calibrating these instruments. The National Bureau of Standards (NBS) has
available a set of standard reference tubes of different gases that can be used with the HEW technique.
In some cases, the NBS stamp signifying calibration to the standard is required by law or by the
Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) regulations.
Kin-Tek Laboratories, Incorporated, a small manufacturing firm in Texas City, Texas (90555),
holds a license from HEW to produce a calibration device that embodies the HEW technique. Since the
NBS standard reference gas data are for temperatures between 20 0-300C, the device must be cooled
when the ambient temperature is above this range. Km-Tek was evaluating methods for adding a cooler
to its product and found that roliable cooler controls would add substantially to the price. The president
of Kin-Tek used the Small Business Administration's Technology Utilization services to identify a
number of NASA documents describing heat pipes. Using the basic ideas and data from the NASA
literature, he developed a small heat pipe to adjust the calibration device temperature up to the proper
level, thus eliminating the need for an expensive cooler control unit. Kin-Tek developed its own sealing
method for heat pipes and produces the heat pipes used in its calibration equipment.
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Tile firm experts to sell about 200 eahbration devices in 1973. Oalp (hose customers that reilutre
all
	
stamp, such ns H'A, will purchase the. Cooled unit with the heal pipe temperature nwderalor.
Ilowever, these units a'c the ones that are directly related lu compliance Willi air pollution emission
standards. Iror industrial applications, 	 he firm 	 created new permeation tube designs lift special uses
and has further developed (lie tube tecnhhi is to use additional materials such its methane.
Control Numbers
Tech Thief Number: None
NASA•ALC Center:	 Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories
TRIS Case Number: 90555
TLP Number:	 197
Date of Latest Inrormalion Used:	 April Its, 1973
ANALYTIC TECHNIQUE FOR ORGANIC WATER POLLUTANTS
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER EXAMPLE SUMMARY
fit 	 under contract to the Lyndon B. Johnsim Space Center, the Rockcldyne Division of
North American Aviation. Incorporated, in Canoga Park, California (9052 alldeveloped a advanced
laboratory instrument to munilur all trace contaminants in the Apollo Command Module water systems
during simulation teals. A new analytic technique, pryulylic gas duuntatugraphy with all associated
computer analysis program, was designed and built as part of the laboratory monitor. This technique
was used to measure directly the total organic: content in the Apollo water smuples without any
requirement for pretreatment. Standards and calibrations for the organic pollutant monitor were
established at North American in accordance with conventional gas•clnromatograph procedures.
Belweeii 19u8 and 1972, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and its predecessor In water
quality research funded the same group of Ruckeldyue instrumentation experts to develop a practical
field Instrument front the technology embodied In the Apollo water nionhtor. The main lucus of this
effort was oil 	 additional computer analysis programs to perfurnt nudticuntpunenl pattern
recugnilion techniques. By using these techniques, it 	 call 	 (lie cuncenlralluu of
known organic pollutants in the water sample. The prototype instrument for EPA was successfully
tested oil pollutants from 20 industrial operations in the southeastern United States; prior to Its
development, (Ire only instrumcnts available for measuring organic water pollutants were laburutorysized
gas chromalograph/mass spectrometer combinations,
As a result of the size and speed of the new water munilur, the surveillance of waste discharges
into streams and lakes might become practical. EPA is now using the prototype unit in water pollution
investigations. A second prototype is also being used at Rucketdyne in oil pollution research and other
water pollution programs.
Control Numbers
Tech Brief Number: 67.10243
NASA Center: Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
TRIS Case Number: 96529
TEF Number: 485
Date of Latest Information Used:	 January 31, 1974
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TELEMETRY SYSTEMS FOR REMOTE MONITORING	 L
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER EXAMPLE SUMMARY
The Recntry and Environmental Systems Division of the General Electric Company in Fang of
Prussla, Pennsylvania (90532) developed telemetry systems for unmanned satellites, such as the Nimbus
series and the Earth Resources Technology Satellite (L'RTS•I), under contract W the Guddurd Space
Flight Center. These sophisticated telemetry systems digitize the data output from satellite instruments
and transmit an organized data array to ground receivers. In addition, command signals are transmitted
to the unmanned spacecraft to control instruments and data flows rcmutely. Weather and earth
resources satellite telemetry systems process sunte of the largest remote monitoring data flow rates in
the world.
The same GL division recently completed the development and Installation of a computerized air
pollution monitoring network, COPAMS, for the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. This network provides
Pennsylvania air pollution control officials with the technical capability to enforce state and federal
primary air quality standards. The only major dillcrence oetween the COPAMS telemetry system and
those previously develuped for satellites is in the cvmunu icutiuns link: COPAMS uses a special telephone
party line while tine satellites use radio transmissions.
The COPAMS hardware includes 32 monitoring stations distributed throughout the state, the
telephone linkup to a central control station in the state capital, and a minicomputer with display and
control equipment at the central station. Each monitoring station is a semipermanent building with
instruments and electronics for measuring up to 16 air pollution and meteorological parameters. In tile
twu•week intervals between regular maintenance visits, the 32 stations are remotely controlled throtigh
the telemetry system from the central computer. Commands can be sent to each station for certain
routine maintenance functions such as calibration tests. Every 60 seconds the computer gathers data
from each station's instruments. These data are automatically processed by tine computer to provide
hourly averages for different pollutants in conjunction with wind dispersion factors. The computer
compares the averages to the state's primary air standards, and, if the standard is exceeded in some
locality, the computer signals the operator to initiate the state's pollution control sequence. The
sequence is defined by four levels of severity: advisory, alert, warning and emergency. The currespondinl
control actions range from public advisories to compulsory shutdowns of pollution sources until the
pollution episode is over.
Control Numbers
Tech Brief Number: None
NASA Center: 	 Goddard Space Flight Center
TRIS Case Number: 96532
TEF Number:	 483
Date of Latest Information Used:	 February 12, 1974
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ENVIRONMENTAL MODELS AND ANALYSIS
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER EXAMPLE SUMMARY
The TRW Systems Giuup of TRW, Incorporated developed computer modals, analyses, and other
software for the Apollo program under contract to the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center. Ylresc system's
engineering applications Included Apollo mission planning, trajectory simulation end Abort Guidance
System soltware for the Lunar Module, and software testing and analysis for the Command Mudule's
guidance and control computer. TRW also performed the data anal ysis for predlight testing of the
Lunar Module Descent Logine wild pust•Ilight reconstruction of Apollo missions,
The TRW L•'mironnental Services Development Division in Redondo Beach, California (96531) has
used systems engineering expertise=developed by other TRW divisions for the space progranrin
designing more thin 30 computer applications to environmental modeling and analysts. Must of these
were done corder contract to the Environmental Protection Agency, to assist state and regional pollution
agencies in Implementing air and water pollution laws.
Some of the company's air and water pollution sy stems are: tine Air Quality Display Model
computer prugnun which generates air pollution maps front meteorological data and all
diffusion model; Air Quufity Implementation Plans to develop sysleniaticaay regional pollution control
plans based oil 	 source inventories. atmospheric diffusion modeling, ambient air standards. and
other factors; the Region Air Pollution Analysis program to evaluate progress fit plans
and cost-benefit analysis for air pollution control; computer programs to establish uptinium methods of
automobile maintenance and inspection to reduce emissions; a computerized state air pollution data
system; and water quality models for river basins. These analytic models have been applied fit
localities, such as the District of Columbia, Alabama, Alaska, California, the Metropolitan Cincinnati
Interstate Air Quality Control Region, South Carolina, and Vernwnt, to implement pollution control
laws.
Control Numbers
Tech Brief Number: None
NASA Center:	 Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
TRIS Case Number: 96531
TEF Number:	 4137
Date of Latest Information Used: 	 January 30, 1974
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WEATHER SATELLITE DATA FOR AIR POLLUTION CONTROL
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER EXAMPLE SUMMARY
The Goddard g lint Flight Center has had the primary responsibility fur develuphng weather
satellite instruments, telemetry zysterml, and ground station receiving equipment. One of the nnusl
important satellite to ground communication systems designed at Goddard is the Automatic Picture
Transmission (APT) system. The APT system provides for automatic rransmi sion of satellite sensor data
W anyone with an Inexpensive television-type ground station receiver. Although the original APT system
only provided imagery lit the visible range, the telemetry fur subsequent Iodated image sensors was
designed so that APT receivers could be modified to display these data also. Thus, for example, output
from the Satellite Infrared Spectrometer (SIRS) on board the NOAA•3 satellite is avadabho to anyone
Willi a modified APT receiver. Infrared bnagety is used to determine vertical temperature profiles of the
earth's atmosphere, a primary lactur in predicting wind.
NASA has published two documents that give detailed instructions fur building un APT receiver,
Constructing lnexpensire Atrluuratie Prcture•Tractsmissiun Ground Stations (SP•5079) in 1968 and
Weather Satellite Pieture Receiring Stations (SP•5080) in 1969. The second publication also provides a
detailed description of the receiver's operation. Using these plans, anyone with a basic knowledge of
electronics could make his own receiver Willi parts costing under $500. An estimated 350 of these units
have been or are being built for private, government, and research use around the world.
The National Environmental Satellite Service, part of the U. S. Department of Cuntmerce in
Suitland, M,.:yland (78001), distributes the satellite data from its API` receiver to a variety of users
through National Weather Service facsimile networks. For example, the Infrared data is integrated Willi
other data from ground-based instruments to generate air stagnation maps that are used by local air
pollution control officials to forecast air pollution dispersal. This output format and the related
information processing techniques were developed for this purpose by the Environmental Quality
Weather Service, a ,psrt of the National Weather Service.
The Air Pollution Control Division of the Colorado Slate Health Department in Denver (96526)
receives facsimile maps from the National Weather Service for use in forecasting the duration of air
pollution episodes. The division's meteorologist reported that Denver's air pollution is primarily a
function of weather. In order to implement the four stage air pollution control sequence (advisory, alert,
warning and emergency), the probable duration of local air stagnation must be projected to evaluate the
trend in air pollutant concentratio ps. This trend determines the appropriate control level. On each
occasion that the alert level has been announced, dispersal Was predicted within four hours; the
economic loss due to unnecessary industrial shutdown was avoided by accurate forecasting.
Control Numbers
Tech Brief Number: None
NASA Center: 	 Goddard Space Flight Center
TRIS Case Number: 78001, 96526
TEF Numbers:	 26,194
Date of Latest Information Used: 	 October 18, 1973
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COMPl3Tl"R PROGRAMS TO ANALYZE COMBUSTION
TL'CIINOLOGY T'RANSHR LXAMPLL" SUMMARY
Duling lire last 2u years ^-u rarimncut•sponsored iewarch fit combustion related to rocket piupmision
has produced 'au extensive buds of useful :ombustlun lcclmolugl. °Itic Lewis Rescatch Cent.-r placed a
prominent lute iu thhc allure fluor lire begnmuig, and viler NASA lacilities participated Iluough the
1 0W*s. A vets lniputtuot typo of NASA cortr buwvt to xmbustion tcelutulogy has been tiro
dacoloputcltl of gaueral computer progr'anrs to perlotm lhernlodynamic analyses of life combustion
process.'I'llese prug,ralus	 mto Iwo general classast equilibrium and klnctres.
A knowledge of chtmical equdibriuml Cunlprn thins lot a Cltemlcal s%stem is basic W calculating
the syslanls flivorclical Inolmlies. Chle of the Bloat w'Idoly owd clonnccad ei,llfld"lum
Calcululiou Imvgrams in die United States. Clienucal L-tivilibitum Okuhtions ICLCI, was developed Lit
the Lewis Reseauch Center, After devising a practical Colcurallun fechn'iquc hl the 19$u's for II'igh
Iclllparillthe cllerllital reacllulls will siumvious Inodocts, Lewis iese'arilLLts continued to update,
goneruli/e. and refine Ole basic CLC program. By 1 4171, CLC had become indepondent of (he particular
complifer used. av"ICale will a built-lit ieshi' cthon front fruiting htcutrecl alls"el's. gelleral tit (lie poml
that most chvillic:d sy.stents could be unalczcl, and nwdula, so that uunocessmy subrournes lot a
parlhculal Imoblem could be bv'passed. Constant COIL1111e. dctVnallolr, and shockw'ave I)lenulllena Culld
also be alalsted with CLC.
Tile wide scope ul 1110se deselopmlents evxViled the specific NASA rrgUIl CIt1C111s. This %, , done.
III part, as a "coIIIIlltlnttl service ** so that exllandtlig computer capabilities could be utilized fit
equillNiuni calculations b> a largo hrdustual eunlmuuity of lltterest.'flit: basic tltcimwdymamic data used
as input to CLC cru be obtabled lot over 500 chemical species fiom Lewis fit generated by lire user
Milt alwtlicr program (PAC-11) developed at Lewis. NASA a11uoumced lire ovailatblbly of the CLC
program In Tech Brice" 08. 10025 'and, b1 1971, distributed it Special Publicut'iout (SP•2731 whirl
presented the piogr m doctimoutattoll 4110118 refill several topics ol ` general lulelesl lot chomlicad
egtlhhbrimn analysts.
Chemical ktlletic piogr"ams uic used to allillVA! lira petfurmance of" dill of combustor geomettivs
acid combisting techniques by CidcuOmg the exhaust gas CXIM sio11 Clrurarirlistics. SCVeral bnporault
chemical Muir: programs were developedd for NASA rocket resoauch au TRW Scstcros, under ronllad to
the LNnduo B. Johnstai Space Centel. and at the Lewis Research Center. Ilie programs developed at
TRW have bcccn announced in lum Tech Briefs: b8d(.1374. 08 . 10375, bZt•IU 70 and 08. 10377. These
programs Calculate the axpausholr of combustion produced gasruus mixtures, including Condetiscd
products, fur dikviciit Biel cumpoWi'uns. combustion tenylaruuues, reiuxuttou lilies and uu[tle
geometties. The Calculation imetirVd (second older implicit tmtegralturf) permtits Computation linves that
are several orders of magnitude less than standard explicit mea rods. These pmgianis were sabsegvently
standaldried and lelfiwd fur the. Interagency Chemical Rocket Propulsion Group to provide a
une•dimensional and a lwvdimem:hunal chemlical kinetics program.
In addition to the speciite programs described above. Combustion research was Conducted fur
NASA by ulher in-house, commercial and interagency govermrent groups. In 1970 several researchers
involved in those efforts, including the plincipal Investigator (runt TRW Systems, formed a new
compaury, KVB Engineering, Incorporated, tit Tustin. California (80009). Since then, KV13 his become a
major combustion consulting firm for the electric power industry.
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The kinetics and CEC programs are routinely used by KVB to analyze alternative fossil-tueled
combustion techniques such as delayed mixing, premixed off-stoichiometric flames, off-stoichiumetric
dilfusio.t flames (secondary combustion) and flame temperature control. This analysis predicts where
oxides of nitrogen (NO.) will be formed in the combustion chamber, identifies what mechanisms are
involved, and describes the affect of change in combustioc techniques for the specific chamber being
analyzed. The results are used as a guide in selecting new operating procedures for burners so that the
production of NO x is minimized. This method has been used to reduce NOx emissions from fossil-fired
power plants by 40 to 70 percent. It is considerably less expensive than other proposed methods, such
as catalytic or electrolytic reduction. Several electric utilities and equipment manufacturers have utilized
the KVB consulting service in their effort., to comply with stringent NO, emission standards. NO x is an
important component of photochemical smog, and its production in the combustion process is primarily
a function of flame temperature.
The Southern California Edison Company in Los Angeles, California (86010) was the first utility
to use the KVB service. The company has reduced NOx emissions by 50 to 70 percent in each of Its 22
natural gas-fired boilers through the use of two combustion techniques from KVB: exhaust gas
recirculation and secondary combustion. These reductions were achieved without degradation of plant
operation, efficiency or safety. Eight oil-fired boilers are also being converted to use the two techniques.
The company will be in compliance with the Los Angeles County air pollution standards long before the
1975 deadline.
Construction of the Scattergood Steam Plant Unit 3 by the Los Angeles City Department of Water
and Power (86015) was allowed to proceed solely on the basis of the low NO, combustion techniques
devised by KVB. The department had spent $6.5 million on construction and signed contracts totaling
$24 million for equipment when a construction permit was denied on the basis of anticipated NOx
emissions of about 1,600 pounds per hour. After losing an appeal to a state court, the department was
granted the permit when it agreed to operating changes that would ensure the plant's compliance with
the new Los Angeles County air pollution standard limiting NO x emissions to 140 pounds per hour.
This plant is the first to be constructed under the new law, and department officials did not believe
they could meet the 140-pound limit prior to the work done by KVB. The additional pollution control
equipment will cost $2 million, as compared to the total plant cost of $68 million. Scattergood Unit 3
is scheduled to start producing almost 10 percent of Los Angeles electricity in 1974. Most of the
department's other 17 boilers are being converted to use the same techniques before the 1975 deadline.
The Public Service Company of New Mexico in Albuquerque (86013) has experimented with the
techniques designed for the company by KVB. NO x was reduced by more than 50 percent, and
efficiency was increased in the trial plant. The techniques will probably be used in the company's plants
in order to meet the New Mexico air pollution standards which will take effect in 1974.
Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Incorporated (86011) contracted with KVB to
provide test supervision, analysis, and personnel training for the company's program to reduce NOx
emissions from Its fossil-fueled steam and gas turbine plants. The company is t: sting KVB's combustion
techniques in two medium-sir ed boilers, and the results appear to be favorable.
The Houston Lighting and Power Company in Texas (86012) has initiated a program to convert all
26 of its gas-fired boilers to use the secondary combustion technique designed for the company by
KVB. Test programs on the Houston units have achieved NO  reductions between 40 and 70 percent,
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with no increase in operating costs. Houston Lighting and Power will receive the first innovative air
recirculation boiler designed by a major boiler manufacturer (86014) fit cun)unction with KVB. The
butler di-Agn represents significant mlwonecs in NO x reductiuu and increaser) efficiency for commercially
available equipment.
	The Gas Turbine Products Division of the General Electric Company fit 	 New York
(86015) is conducting experiments with the techniques devised for its ground power turbines by KVB.
The division is considering potential product design modifications which will reduce NO x emissions by
more than 50 percent.
The Babcock and Wilcox Company iii Barberton, Oluo (86016) obtained the CEC program trout
Lewis Research Canter about two years ago. The company uses CEC regularly fit
	 studies fur
1'ossildlred boiler modifications to reduce NO, emissions and lot sulfur recovery processes fur several
sulfur dioxide cleanup systems that are being developed lot power plant exhaust gases. Babcock
and Wilcox engineers analyze the operating trends for different hardware configurations with CLC so
that guidelines leading to experimental design improvements are established.
The Phillips Petroleum Company in Bartlesville, OPahcrna 1938251 has been using CEC since
company scientists heard it described at the Lewis Research Ccoter's High T^ntperature.
 Research
Conference. Phillips modified the Lewis program fur use fit 	 computers, and chemical equilibrium
composition tables were then generated c.ith the program fur use ht all of the company's combustion
iavestigatiuns. Typical combustion analyses using these data include: the combustion equilibria in
internal gas combustion engines to aid fit to reduce NU, and carbon monoxide emissions;
pollutants from incinerators, when difli • rent materials are being incinerated; and the pollutants front
burning waste gases with high concentrations of ammonia. A compauc spokesman estimated that it
would have taken at least three man-years of work fur Phillips to develop a program similar to CFC.
The Teledyne Continental Motors Division of Teledyne, Incorporated, in Mobile, Alabama (93826)
plans to use CL•C fit redesign of small aircraft engines to reduce NO x and carbon monoxide emissions
to comply with 1979 federal standards. Some of the Teledyne engineers had previously used CEC while
working for a major aerospace contractor. Teledyne obtained tiro CEC program Irom Lewis to develop a
combustion simulator that will be used to analyze the turbochargers on company aircraft engines- The
analytical results will then be used to develop new turbocharger designs that will minimize NO x and
carbon monoxide emissions.
Control Numbers
Tech Brief Numbers: 68. 10015, 68-10374, 68 . 10375, 68. 10376, 68.10377
NASA Centers:	 Lewis Research Ccoter, Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
IRIS Case Numbers: 86009, 86010, 86011, 86012, 86013, 86014, 86015,
86016,86018,93825,93826
TLF Number:	 463
Date of Latest Inforr ration Used: 	 February 7, 1973
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FUEL VAZ'ORIZATION MODEL
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER EXAMPLE SUMMARY
Sine, the arid-19501s, the Lewis Research Center has developed several unalytic methods to
investigate rocket engine combustion processes in order to improve. combustion efficiency and rocket
performance. One of the methods, a propellant vaporization model, was described fn a 1960 NASA
Technical Report (NASA TR R-67). This model has provided NASA in-louse turd contractor personnel
with the basis for performing improved analyses of heterogeneous combustion processes.
The Lewis vaporization model was designed to provide local vaporization rates, mixture ratios, and
combustion conditions for numerous combinations of propellants, engine design parameters and
operating parameters. This permits the nmthomugencous conditions fn a combustor to be modeled
locally. The heat and mass transfers that occur between introducing a fuel and final combustion me
included in the model. A technique for using the calculated results in the design of rocket combustors is
also described fn the report. Experimental results at Lewis exhibit gaud agreement with the model
pecdfctions.
The Dynamic Science Division of Marshall Industries, under contract to Lewis, subsequently
improved the model and prepared a corresponding computer program. This research eliminated the need
for several assumptions that were used in the original model. NASA has also supported the development
of computer programs that complement the vaporization model by analyzing the actual combustion
kinetics atA the chemical composition of exhaust gases (see Technology Transfer Example Summary
"Computer Programs to Analyze Combustion").
ht 1970 a group of aerospace combustion experts, including those who had conducted the
vaporization model research at Dynamic Science, formed a new company, KVB Engineering,
Incorporated, in Tustin, California (87029). The new company has rapidly become a major combustion
consulting firm for the electric utilities. The improved model is an integral part of the combustion
analyses that KVB petfiurms for electric power plant fossil-fired boilers. The analytic results are used to
prescribe alterations in the hardware and operation of boilers. These alterations have reduced the
formation of nitrogen oxides (NO x) between 40 and 70 percent. The reduction is achieved at minimal
cost without degrading the safety, efficiency, or operating costs for the boilers. No presently available
alternative approach to solving the NOx er;ssion problem for stationary power plants appears to be
comparable in cost or effectiveness to the KVB methods. Approximately 50 boilers belonging to 8
utilities have been adjusted in this manner to comply with emission standards set by law.
The vaporization model is crucial to the analysis of coal- and oil-fired boilers. KVB experts
recently improved their analytic tools by coupling the vaporization program with a NASA contractor-
developed chemical kinetics program to facilitate computer calculations. KVB has completed a successful
preliminary test program on coal-fired boilers for the Arizona Public Service Company in Phoenix
(87030). Minor adjustments were made in two boilers at the company's Four Corners Power Plant near
Farmington, New Mexico for a thre,-week period, and a significant reduction in NO x emissions was
obtained. This was one of the first applications for the KVB techniques an coal-fired units. Arizona
Public Service is currently considering a KVB proposal to conduct a more extensive study leading to
permanent hardware and operation alterations in its coal-fired boilers.
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Control Numbers
Tech Brief Number: Nune
NASA Center:
	
Lewis Research Center
TRIS Case Numbers: 87019,87030
TEF Number:
	 464
Date of Latest Inforr nation Used:	 February 9, 1973
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COAL DESULFURIZATION PROCESS
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER EXAMPLE SUMMARY
TRW, Incorporated, under contract to the Lyndun 13, Johnson Space Center, conducted an
extensive test program for the Lunar Module rocket engines. The company constructed an
Integrated lest facility for this pupose tit Its San Juan Capistrano Test Site, about 75 miles south of Los
Angeles. The facility include, test stands and equipment, lubrication and nnafnlenance shops.
computerized nnonituring and cone:-' cquipnneut, a cunnplele chemical laboratory, and it wide range of -
Instruments. TRW invested about $2 million in the facility h, support its space program contract work.
TRW Systems fit 	 Beach, California (90530) is using tine San Juan test facility to develop
an ecunuunic	 coal desulfurizatiun process that may eliminate sulfur dioxide pollution problems
associated with burning high sulfur coal front the eastern United States. The process, which was invented
by TRW, uses an aqueous ferric solution to dissolve up to 80 percent u!' file still irr fit coal. Since.
1971, the company has received more than $500,000 from file Envirunntenhil Prutectiun Agency (GPA)
to lest and evaluate the new process. EPA is also finding the co•astructiun of a hall-tan per lour pilot
plant at the Sun Juan site. The test facilities required only minor modifications for their now
application. Subsequent commercial applications for the process lire already being irwestigated by TRW.
coal companies and electric utilities.
Control Numbers
Tech Brief Number: None
NASA Center:	 Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
TRIS Case Number: 9o53u
TEF Number.
	
488
Dale of Latest information Used: 	 January 31, 1974
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APPLICATIONS OF RELIABILITY AND QUALITY ASSURANCE
IN THE OFFSHORE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER EXAMPLE SUMMARY
The United States Geological Survey (USGS) Is charged with regulating the offshore oil fodustry
which is up.--rating more than 1,800 drilling and production platforms on the Outer Continental Shelf
(OC'S). An increasing number of equipment failures has created a major public reaction to the resulting
pollution and a demand for stricter regulations. In addition, the cost ul' OCS well blowouts to petroleum
companies was estimated fit Senate Interiot Committee hearings to be $200 million.
In 1971. USES contracted with NASA to pay the direct expenses 1'or n group of five reliability
and quality assurance experts from the Marshall Space Flight ('enter to study equipment and procedures
used In the offslhurc oil and gas badusti,	a .NASA study team analyzed the l'easibillt y of applying
advanced systems engineering techniques 	 e u se the reliability ul'safety and antipollution equipment
un olfslro^e drilling and productlh:	 i. F Iie study report described appropriate quality control,
failure mude effects unalysfs, `.r•. I., , ;	 a- alysis techniques based on previous space program
applications. The wport hhcudeh' 	 & recommendations fur improving safety and avoiding
accidental pullutiun during offshore. operations. Tech Brief' 72 . 10588 anhuu need the NASA study report;
the principal means of dissemination, however, has been through USGS which distributed more than
4,000 copies of the report to the offshore oil industry and other interested groups around the world.
Industry and government reaction to the report has been very positive, and it is the basis for it
dramatic cliange In ofishure oil and gas production. A joint effort between the Survey and the American
Pelrulcum Institute (API) was initiated fn 1972 to develop procedures for implementing the NASA
recommendations ill specific applications. USGS will announce new regulations based on these
procedures as they are developed. Fur example, the AP' report by the Committee on Subsurface Safety
Valves has been reviewed and will s p un be published. An OCS Order based on this report will be issued
by USGS early in 1974, a little over 12 months of tee the NASA team study was completed, Other API
committees are working un surface safety systems, research and development needs, personnel training
and pipeline corrosion. Most of the Survey's activities are done by the Conservation Division's Gulf of
Mexico OC'S Operations Office in Now Orleans, Louisiana (93831).
The Survey and several oil companies have contracted with former NASA contractors to conduct
systems analysis (i.e., hazards analysis in aerospace terminology) fur offshore facilities and to develop
employee training programs. The General Electric Couipany's Apollo and Ground Systems group at the
Lyndon B, Johnson Space Center (96528) is selling wnsulting services to the offshore industry and
USGS based un the reliability and quality assurance technology that GE developed under NASA
contracts. The GE consultants have conducted systems analyses, developed training programs, and
identified new operating procedures and equipment.
Exxon Company in Houston, Texas (93829) is one of the largest offshore oil and gas companies
in the world. In response to the recommendations in the NASA team report. Exxon retained GE
reliability consultants to conduct systems analyses for several production facilities. Equipment and
procedural modifications were identified; Exxon has implemented most of these changes through the
addition of redundant safety equipment or improved identification of control switches to reduce human
error. Exxon is also conducting design analyses to improve reliability in more fundamental ways.
So
......_
	 ..........
	 _
I
1°110 Offshore Operators Committee, with offices I1 New Orleans, Louisiana (93830), is made up of
ropreuutaivrs from oil and gas companies that operate oil the Outer Continental Shell`. Iklsed un
recommendations in the NASA team report, two important now mechanisms ore bring developed by the
Conuniloa to improve safety and roduce pollution for Offshore equipment: o Computerized fhdure
reporting System and new engineering documentation requirements fur equipment manulachucrs. A
Committee resort that describes the prolowd Iadoic reporting system is bring reviewed by USGS.
kilher the Committee or USES will probably Institute and operate this system within tiro next I ,ow y*ars
1`or the oil Shoic Oil and gas companies. 110111 the reporBng system and the documentation reoubonxnts
Could become siguilieant nlrehun sets I'Or improving the neBubilit}- 01 011sbore equipment by provi,I01g
perl`onuance feedback to equipment designers.
Control Numbers
'I ech Brief Number: 	 72-10588
NASA Centers:	 MaridiAl Sparc Flight Center, Lyndon I). Johnson Spurr Center
TRIS Case. Numbers: 93829, 9383U, 93831. 9028
TH, Number:	 484
Date of Latest Inlorn alion Used: 	 Member I, 1973
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